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MEMBERSHIP 
To become a member of the Jackson Model 
Rocketry Club and Huron Valley Rocket Society 
means becoming a part of our family.  We have 
monthly launches and participate in many edu-
cational events.  We encourage our members to 
actively participate in our club projects, running 
for office in our annual elections, contributing to 
our monthly newsletter with articles or tips, and 
offering services to the club in their area of ex-
pertise.  We have many members comprised of 
children, men, women, professionals, lay people, 
educators and people from many other walks of 
life.  
You may fill out an application at a launch or 
request an application from one of our board 
members at scott@sfsmindustries.com and mail 
it along with a check for the annual membership 
dues ($30.00 individual or $40.00 family) to our 
mailing address:  
 
JMRC/HUVARS  
C/O Bob Dickinson  
5668 Big Fish Rd  
Goodrich, MI 48438  
 
Members enjoy participating in club projects, 
meeting an incredible group of positive people, 
and no launch fees!  
 

COMM CHANNELS 
There are several ways to keep in touch with the 
JMRC/HUVARS and it’s members. 
 
Website: http://www.jmrconline.org. Information 
includes directions to launch sites & schedule, 
range procedures, and instructions on how to 
join the club.  
 
Groups.io: The JMRC groups.io site is a place 
to share files and also serves as our primary e-
mail list serv. Follow this link to join, 
https://groups.io/g/jmrc 
 
Facebook: If you have a FaceBook account  
search for “Jackson Model Rocket Club JMRC” 
and request to be added. 
 
GroupMe: Our new chat channel for broadcast-
ing notifications instantly using a free download 
client for IOS and Droid as well as by SMS text 
messaging. You can join the notification chat 
after creating a free account and following this 
link, 
https://groupme.com/join_group/28013422/zc5IC1  

On the Cover: 

(top) Comet NEOWISE taken by Tony Haga (bottom - 
left) Roto-roc RR-1 Rotating Space Station kit card 
(bottom - right) GAR-11 Nuclear Falcon air-to-air missile 
on a test bench - Hughes photo  

Fade To Black Rocket Works 

Heavy Duty Launch Pads For Every Need 

All pads are powder coated for lasting durability 

https://www.facebook.com/fziegler13/ 

Concept Mini $119 Concept X-treme $325 

Concept $285 Ground Pounder $345 

TARC Pad $285 Ground Pounder Heavy $425 

+Shipping  

Launch/Event Calendar - 2020 
• March 14 (MIS) 
• April 11 (MIS) 
• May 9 (MIS) 
• CrapShoot VI - May 23,24 (tentative) (Muskegon) 
• June 13 (MIS) 
• July 11 (MIS) 
• NARAM 62 - July 25 - 31 (Geneseo, NY)  
• August 15 (MIS) 
• September 19 (MIS) 
• October 10 (MIS) 
• November 14 (MIS) 

NOTE: Launch dates are subject to change without notice.  
Be sure to call the “launch hotline” at 517.262.0510 for the 
latest weather and field information or sign up for the JMRC 
Notification GroupMe chat. 

Welcome to the July-August 2020 

issue of Total Impulse. I hope you all are 

doing well in these different times. First off, I 

would like to thank all the members that 

contributed material for this issue. This must 

be the most diverse issue to date. By my 

account there were submissions from a total 

of nine members and several are first time 

contributors. I cannot thank you all enough 

for taking the time to submit content. I have 

also heard from several of you regarding 

articles that are in the works and I cannot 

wait to see the finished products.  

I would venture a guess that some of this 

time available for writing articles comes from 

the fact that we have not been flying this 

year. It is a sad fact that circumstances have 

curtailed any options for us to support a nor-

mal club launch. MIS is still closed for events 

with no plan for when this might change. The 

Horning farm fields are primarily corn this 

year. Even if a field were available, I would 

not want to put them in the defensive posi-

tion should we hold an event and someone 

contracts Covid as a result. It was great to 

see some members were able to gather at a 

park in Northville for a small launch. They 

were even visited by a local LEO who allowed 

the event to continue in responding to a com-

plaint of fireworks in the park. This launch 

was well planned and executed by the at-

tending members and was a fine example of 

flying within the constraints of our current 

situation. I hate to say it, but it is likely the 

only option we have available in the foresee-

able future. I would like nothing more than to 

head out to a launch right now not only to 

burn some newton seconds, but also visit 

with all of you who have supported our 

events for years. Sadly, it is looking more and 

more like 2020 is a lost cause. That said, the 

BOD is interested in hearing from  you on  

different activities that we can support within 

the constraints of dealing with a pandemic. 

We would like to help everyone struggling to 

stay motivated in the hobby, so your feed-

back is greatly appreciated. We will do every-

thing in our power to keep advancing hobby 

rocketry as we know how important it is to 

you and all of us.  

 I would like to start things off by 

sponsoring a JMRC/HUVARS model rocket 

design contest. You can use Rocksim, Open-

Rocket (which is free), Illustrator… even pen-

cil and paper as long as you can scan it and 

send it to me. I will assemble a panel of judg-

es (also known as hijacking the BOD) to re-

view each entry for originality and coolness. I 

want to give everyone plenty of time, so the 

deadline for entering will be October 31st. 

Email your entries to me at ussmid-

way@gmail.com. I will post a message to our 

forum to officially kick off the contest soon. 

Prizes to be announced on the forum as well. 

  If you are looking for looking for 

something new to build be sure to check out 

the Virtual Manufacturer’s Forum summary 

on page 6. The event went really well and 

there was a lot of new exciting  products that 

have been recently released or will be coming 

soon.  

 Finally, if you do have time on your 

hands and want to do something rocket relat-

ed there is always putting something together 

for the newsletter. Have you built anything 

recently that you want to share whether it is a 

kit or your own design? Do you have any spe-

cial rocket hacks you use to make building or 

flying easier or more fun? Content isn’t just 

restricted to rockets, you can write about 

launch equipment, a relevant book or movie 

review, it can be any story you want to tell 

and share with the of the club. If you have 

any questions just ask! 

About Total Impulse 

Total Impulse  is the official newsletter of the 
Jackson Model Rocket Club (JMRC), Tripoli 
Prefecture 96, NAR Section 620. Published Bi-
Monthly, Total Impulse is a space-modeling 
newsletter devoted to representing the diversity 
of interests in today’s hobby of model rocketry.  
This newsletter is in the public domain except 
where otherwise marked. Unmarked articles, 
photographs, and drawings may be re-printed 
elsewhere, but credit to the author and this 
newsletter is expected. Material marked as copy-
righted may not be re-printed without the con-
sent of the author. 
The editor of Total Impulse accepts material for 
inclusion from anyone. 
 Send correspondence to:  
 Jackson Model Rocket Club 
 Buzz Nau, Editor 
 E-mail: USSMidway@gmail.com 

http://www.jmrconline.org
https://groups.io/g/jmrc
https://groupme.com/join_group/28013422/zc5IC1
https://www.facebook.com/fziegler13/
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LET THERE BE LAUNCH! 

 As I pulled into the park, I saw a 
familiar car approach and then pass. I 
though it odd that it was going in the oppo-
site direction and decided to call the driver, 
Steve Kristal. After a brief moment he re-
sponded that he’d return within the hour, so 
I didn’t give it another thought. I proceeded 
to meander through the park, looking for a 
blue colored pavilion. After a bit, I saw my 
destination in the distance and drove to-
ward it.  

 When I approached, I met a group 
of familiar faces seated at picnic tables 
beneath the pavilion, and wearing masks. 
The individuals were Roger Wilfong, Peter 
Alway, and Andy Tomasch. I initially met 
these avid model rocketeers over 25 ago 
when I joined HUVARS.  

 Earlier in the week, Steve pro-
posed that we assemble for an NRC launch 
and Andy suggested we fly at Northville 
Community Park, which is located at the 

northwest corner of Beck and 5 Mile roads. 
The park is dominated by soccer fields, 
baseball diamonds, and a dog park. The 
weather was perfect for flying with mostly 
sunny skies, temperatures in the low 80’s, 
and winds out of the west from 0-6 mph. 

 We all are quite a bit older now 
and it showed when conversations began 
by talking about knee operations and “boy 
I’m feeling older” stuff. Discussions eventu-
ally turned into rocket related topics and a 
bit of show and tell. Everyone had their 
launch pads and controllers separated 
apart by at least 30 ft. and I found a suita-
ble spot for my equipment, as well.  

 Steve, the altitude record setting 
whiz, had a couple of arrow straight 1/2A 
altitude flights with a best of 210.5 m. Un-
fortunately, his B Payload altimeter flight 
failed to record. Steve’s square bodied 
New Way Flat Boy had a great flight on a 
B6-4. 

 Roger flew several sport models 
that included a Big Bertha, SPEV 
(homemade), Fat Boy, unnamed BT-80 
model, 2 HUVARS “build” rockets, and an 
old plastic RTF model that flew great on an 
A10-3.   

 Andy brought models for competi-
tion that would be sure to qualify. One of 
his models, an Athena, was used for 1/2A 
SD and 1/2A PD. Both models used 1/2A6-

2 motors that would absolutely ensure re-
turns. As expected, the flights qualified with 
unremarkable times. His 1/2A BG model 
was an original design that flew well on a 
1/2A3-2 motor. Andy also flew a sport mod-
el he designed called “Max-Q”, that flew 
and recovered well. 

  

Mark Chrumka & Andy Tomasch 
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LET THERE BE LAUNCH! 

Peter flew 6 models that included scale 
models of two V-2’s and a Nike-Apache. 
He spent some time explaining the various 
V-2 paint patterns to me. It appears Peter 
is trying to be less like the scientist and 
more like the mathematician regarding as-
sumptions about unseen sides. He also 
flew an upscale Astron Constellation, New 
Way Q-bee, and a HUVARS Kitbash mod-
el.   

 I brought 9 models that could be 
safely flown and recovered on smaller 
fields. My models included an HL-20, Cen-
turi Point, a Jim Fackert designed L’Egg-
Go, Estes 1/200 scale Saturn V, Quest 
Space Clipper, Mega Mosquito, upscale 3-
D printedSaros, HUVARS Scimitar, and a 
tiny Mosquito. All flights were nominal, but 
a couple were noteworthy. Since I’m quite 
a thrill seeker, I decided to CHAD stage the 
Scimitar with a D12-0/D12-3. Onlookers 
gasped and jumped with glee when staging 
occurred.  

  

 The other interesting launch in-
volved a Northville Police Officer and the 
tiny Mosquito. Dan, the officer, was re-
sponding to a complaint that fireworks were 
being used. After observing our activities, 
he remarked that he fondly recalled launch-
ing model rockets as a boy. Steve suggest-
ed that we get him involved, so I asked him 
whether he’d care to launch my Mosquito 
that was on the pad. Dan grinned and nod-

ded.  

 Impulse was provided by a mighty 
1/4A3-3, to help ensure the initial flight 
wasn’t its last. The launch buttons were 
pushed and the tiny black powder motor 

started to “chuff”. Yes, that’s right boys and 
girls, “chuff”. Dumbfounded spectators 
stood “slack-jawed”, watching a once in a 
lifetime event. After a second or two, the 
motor decided to expel itself and the un-
damaged model traveled up about 50ft. 
and landed nearby. 

 In summary, we all had a great 
“safe” time and look forward to the next 
launch. 

 P.S. My cake icing was being able 
to purchase two of Peter Alway’s latest 
excellent rocket books. 

 

Mark Chrumka & Andy Tomasch 
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Model Rocket History 

Mark Chrumka & Dan Eastwood 

Building the Rotating Space Station 

 During the Wuhan Virus mandated 

lockdown, I decided to construct a rocket that 

Dan Eastwood requested I build for him. He 

obtained the model from Doug Scobel, during 

a HUVARS party, and misplaced it for several 

years, but recently located it during a house 

cleaning. Based on my rocket photo archive, 

it appears the model may have made its first 

local public appearance during a 2005 HU-

VARS holiday party. The photo shows Buzz 

Nau holding the packaged model during the 

white elephant gift exchange. 

 The RR-1 is an unusual helicopter 

model developed by the company Roto-

Rocket, based in Springfield, VA. The compa-

ny existed from 1970-1986. The upper heli-

copter section (Space Station), of the model 

is made from plastic, while the lower booster 

utilizes conventional model rocket materials 

such as paper and balsa.  

 In reviewing the helicopter design, I 

noted a number of areas of concern. Blade 

deployment is dependent on a rubber banded 

piston pushing a portion of the upper body 

upwards until it locks into place to secure the 

blades. To lock the blades into place, the 

base, which slides into the lower body, has to 

slightly rotate. When tested, the blades would 

sometimes lock into position and sometimes 

wouldn’t. When the curved plastic blades 

properly deployed, there was little to no dihe-

dral, which generally means poor flip-flop type 

performance. Another area of concern was 

that successful helicopter operation depend-

ed on the motor ejection being strong enough 

to drive the rubber banded piston enough to 

lock the blades into place. The plastic adapt-

er, which is the lowest portion of the upper 

helicopter section fits snugly over the top of 

the lower booster body tube when prepped 

for launch. The interior of the plastic adapter 

had to be significantly reduced to enable it to 

fit over the lower booster tube without crush-

ing the tube. For launching, the blade tips are 

held in place by fitting into the open top of 

the lower outer body.  

 After considering the above, I decid-

ed to alter the model to a more conventional 

Rotaroc design. The changes removed the 

rubber banded piston, afforded some dihe-

dral, and removed the motor ejection charge-

blade deployment issue, without significantly 

altering the model appearance  

 Dan Eastwood built the RR-1 about 

50 years ago, during his final year in high 

school. The following article provides a per-

sonal account of his experience with the mod-

el rocket. 

 

SHARPEST HAMMER IN THE DRAWER: 
The Life of Dan Eastwood 

Developing “recovery systems” has 

been a theme throughout my life.  One of my 

earliest memories is jumping out of a tree 

using a pillowcase tied across a Hula-Hoop as 

a parachute (unsuccessfully).  Fortunately, 

my diaper cushioned the landing. 

For my 8th grade Science Fair pro-

ject, I compared the effectiveness of every 

recovery method I was aware of in 1966, 

including the Gyroc with its very cool 

“Helicopter” recovery system, but no one had 

yet invented a modern  helicopter-blade-type 

recovery system. 

Wishing to invent a unique recovery 

system of my own, I pondered how to design 

a body tube that opened out like an umbrella 

- like the Roto-Rocket except I wanted to keep 

the entire rocket together in one piece.  I 

fiddled for days in Dad’s workshop but failed 

to make a workable design.   I still have some 

of the mock-up parts from those attempts. 

The Roto-Rocket kit was released in 

1970 and I must have bought one of the 

early ones because I flew mine before gradu-

ating high school in 1971.  The Roto-Rocket 

intrigued me because it appeared, they’d 

solved all the problems I’d worked so hard 

on.  I followed the instructions and do not 

remember any glitches; but that was 50 years 

ago.  (wow… just thinking about that…) 

In flight, the ascent was normal, but 

the descent was a terrible disappointment 

because the motor popped out the back.  An 

engine-holder bracket was not included in the 

design and my friction fit was not tight 

enough.  The rocket came straight down with-

out even deploying the body-tube blades.   

Roto-Rocket used really brittle white 

plastic in the nose mechanism.  When it lawn-

darted into Florida’s limestone ground, every 

single piece of white plastic was smashed 

beyond any hope of repair – like shards from 

a smashed crystal goblet, or a relationship 

with a narcissist. 

I wanted a do-over… a chance to 

redeem my idea that a body-tube could be 

expanded into a high-drag recovery device… 

but never found another Roto-Rocket kit for 

sale.  Eventually my dream became con-

signed to bucket-list status. 

Then, a few years ago, someone 

donated a Roto-Rocket kit plus another item 

for our ‘Rambo-Gift-Exchange’ at our Club’s 

annual holiday party.  Doug Scobel was the 

lucky winner.  Afterward, I approached Doug 

and offered to buy the Roto-Rocket kit from 

him.  I shared about my unsuccessful flight 

and how I wanted another run at it.  Doug 

asked me to promise that I would build the kit 

and not just sell it on eBay.  He said that it 

was the accompanying item from the gift 

exchange that he wanted more, so he would 

part with the Roto-Rocket and he gifted it to 

me for free!  I was floored.  He is truly gener-

ous!   

Knowing that Mark Chrumka is a 

better model rocket builder than I will ever 

be, I asked him to do me the honor of build-

ing the Roto-Rocket kit because I knew that if 

Mark built it and it still didn’t fly properly, 

then there was nothing more I could have 

done, so my bucket  list will get satisfied one 

way or the other. Looking forward to the 

launch. 
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 The NAR hosted a virtual manu-
facturer’s forum on 27 July 2020 in lieu of 
the in-person event that is usually held at 
NARAM. The forum was hosted by Todd 
Schwein and Ed LaCroix who introduced 
each vendor and facilitated the Q&A after 
presentations. Big thanks to Todd and Ed 
for managing a well run event.  

 Peter Alway kicked of the presen-
tations. He announced he was back in the 
mail order business selling his new book-
lets which include Sixteen Rockets of the 
Spaceflight Dreamers and The First Seven 

Centuries of Rocketry. I believe direct order 
information is available on Facebook, but 
these booklets are also available through 
three vendors; ARA Press, Aerospace 
Specialty Products, and eRockets. Peter 
was questioned about publishing a new 
edition of Rockets of the World which he 
answered affirmatively, it was goal and that 
the booklets were a means to help flesh 
out that new edition.  

 Next up was Andy Jackson of 
Aerospace Specialty Products. In addition 

to Peter’s books Andy showed off his new 
24mm scale model of the RX-250 LPN 
sounding rocket and Semroc micro scale 
kits of the Hawk and Jayhawk missiles. 
ASP is also a great source of competition 
materials including some nice mylar tape. 
Andy promises a book heralding the thou-
sand and one uses <grin>.  

 Tim Van Milligan presented from 
his Apogee Components studio where his 
popular how-to videos are recorded. New 
products included additional fin alignment 
jigs, and several new kits. The Flamethrow-
er is a 2.6” diameter, 2X cluster kit in the 
Dynastar line. Also coming soon is the 
Ameroc (sp?) that will be 2.6” in diameter 
as well with a 29mm motor mount. Tim also 
showed an impressive 1/21 scale X-15 

prototype. It hadn’t been test flown at the 
time of the forum, but since then it has 
flown successfully. This 29mm motor kit will 
include vacuformed parts and fly on F-20 to 
G-80 power. The release date target is at 
least 3 months out.  Finally, Tim talked at 
length about Rocksim and pulling develop-
ment of the software in house. The next 
update will be a patch to remediate bugs 
since the release of version 10.  

 There were no new kit announce-
ments from Gary Rosenfield of Aerotech 
this year, but he did talk about new motors 
and the return of some favorites. White 
Lightning Q-jets are in development, the 

classic F52 return is in work as well the 
favorite 54mm I65 in a plugged DMS for-
mat. In other news, they are switching to 
the classic Enerjet packaging and releasing 
a 29mm plugged end closure. 

 The eRockets presentation had 
me worried with Randy Boadway starting 
off talking about bulk piston tubes, glue, 
and ahem, cafeteria trays, but he followed 
those up with a solid list of kits in the 
works. The Semroc line will be dropping 
the “SLS” label for larger kits and replace it 
with “Pro”. Randy showed off an upscale 
Blue Bird Zero and Orbital Transport that 

are likely additions to the Pro line. He also 
showed off a Scissor Wing Transport in 
development and some of the Micro kits 
including the Mars Lander, Hawk, and 
Jayhawk.  

 Thomas Kindig and his wife repre-
sented Impls Launch Systems.  They man-
ufacture a line of single to 5 pad launch 

controllers. These are cable based using 
CAT-5 networking cable to connect the 
controller to the pads. The controllers come 
in a sturdy carrying case and they also 
have a 5 pad launch rack.  
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2020 NAR Virtual Manufacturer’s Forum 

https://www.asp-rocketry.com/
https://www.apogeerockets.com/
http://www.aerotech-rocketry.com/
https://www.erockets.biz/
https://www.implslaunch.com/
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 Matt Steele of North Coast Rock-
etry showed off his recent F-117 Nighthawk 
boost glider kit. It looks amazing and he 

has already sold out the first run of kits. An 
RC version is also under development. The 
29mm motor mount Vektra is also a new kit 
release. It has an air-to-air missile appear-

ance and is based on the 2.64” tubing used 
in other North Coast kits. The new orange 
and black nylon chutes are available as a 
separate purchase to keep kit prices down. 
North Coast also sells a series of fin sand-
ing jigs to airfoil fins. These look extremely 
useful and I plan on getting a set to review 
in Total Impulse. In other news, North 
Coast is still working on refining the 3D 
parts for an Argo Javelin scale model. The 
build will have the option to multistage. 
Finally, Matt is working on making old 
North Coast plans available online for a 
nominal cost. Time line for this is roughly 
around Labor Day.  

 EggTimer Rocketry was present, I 
believe for the first time at the manufactur-
er’s forum. They provide a popular line of 

altimeters and trackers that you assemble. 
Cris Erving explained that some kits are 

easier than others and experience in sol-
dering is recommended. Each kit listing 
has a degree of difficulty and the website 
also contains support links to help you be 
successful. Dan Harrison introduced these 
to JMRC and they are definitely a cost sav-
ing especially if you want to get into GPS 
tracking.  

 I would say one of the  biggest 
revelations from Bill Stine and Ellis Lang-
ford of Estes Industries was the announce-
ment of a new motor machine for produc-
ing E12 and 29mm motors. There should 
be a lot of stock of these motors available 
soon. The other major news item was a 
1/100 Saturn 1b that should be available in 

time for Black Friday sales this year. They 
showed off the new AstroCam rocket which 
will be a Target exclusive kit at least until 
next year. There is a Falcon 9 scale kit in 
the works with a Q1 2021 target release 
and a Falcon Heavy under development (a 
Falcon Heavy model was visible in the 
background during the presentation). A 
new Mega Der Red Max will be coming 
out, this one based on 3” tubing. Next to it 
was a sweet looking Mars Snooper which I 
can’t wait to get. Another new model com-
ing soon is a ready-to-fly NASA Space 
Launch System (SLS) similar to last year’s 
ready-to-fly, 1/200  Saturn V. The box art 
and model were shown of the upcoming 
Skylab Saturn V and finally they an-

nounced a new coated starter that should 
help with reliable first time ignition.   

 New Way Space Models (the 
square rockets) is celebrating their 11th 
year. Rick Randol introduced the Square ½ 

downscale version of their first kit the 
SquareOne. He also showed off the 
Steamliner, a steam punk themed kit with a 

lot of little details. He also showed off his 
line of 3D printed micro kits which are 
available at eRockets.  

 Finally, Frank Burke of Dynasoar 
Rocketry closed out the evening with a 
presentation of his RC rocket gliders. Frank 
showed off several of his kits, new and old, 
and discussed his manufacturing process. 
Each kit is built to order using depron foam 
and other common components. They are 
easy to assemble and most use the Aero-
tech 24mm E-6RC motor in single use or 
RMS formats. Frank also carries the mo-
tors and 24mm reload case. Some of the 
interesting kits he discussed included semi 
scale models of the Bomarc (new), F-102 
Delta Dagger, F-106 Delta Dart, Saab Vig-
gen, and X-15 (new). There are also fun 

designs like the Gliding Der Red Max, 
Dragonfly III (from the cartoon Jonny 
Quest), and circular wing Proxima Horizon.  
Dynasoar’s website includes general and 
specific kit instructions, recommended ra-
dio settings, and a link to his Youtube 
channel where he hosts dozens of flight 
videos.  

 Overall, I think the virtual format 
went well. There were video quality issues 
at times, but it didn’t distract too much from 
the presentations. It is apparent that some 
vendors are seeing an impact from Covid, 
but in general all seemed to be doing well 
for now. Though I miss the comradery of 
attending the forum in person, the seating 
was definitely an improvement over the 
typical host hotel conference room torture 
device.   
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2020 NAR Virtual Manufacturer’s Forum 

https://northcoastrocketry.com/
https://northcoastrocketry.com/
http://eggtimerrocketry.com/
https://estesrockets.com/
http://newwayspacemodels.com/
https://www.erockets.biz/newway-rocket-kits/
https://dynasoarrocketry.com/
https://dynasoarrocketry.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmToWCQ4okdIYb848HJn_sQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmToWCQ4okdIYb848HJn_sQ
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Chris Timm & Buzz Nau 

GAR-11/AIM-26 Nuclear Falcon Air-to-Air Missile 

The GAR-11 variant of the Hughes GAR-1 Falcon was 
developed in response to a 1959 US Air Force requirement for a 
guided air-to-air missile capable of engaging enemy bombers 
from a head-on perspective. Mass formations of fast bombers 
were deemed the inevitable threat of the day. Attempting to inter-
cept bombers from a trailing position with increasing closure dis-
tances was difficult even with heat seeking missiles during that 
time.  

A frontal engagement of individual targets would require 
some sort of radar homing as heat seekers required the thermal 
signature of jet engine exhaust to acquire a lock. Lacking a guid-
ed missile option and conventional weapons not being considered 
an adequate countering force resulted in the development of the 
unguided Douglas MB-1 Genie nuclear-armed rocket. It entered 

active service in 1959 and was successfully test fired as part of 
Operation Plumbbob John, but a guided option was still desirable.  

Hughes set out to meet this need with a variant of the 
GAR-1 Falcon. SARH (semi-active radar homing) was selected 
for missile guidance as it was the only option available at the time 
for head-on interceptions. This also provided the advantage of 
making it an all-weather capable weapon since it was not impact-
ed by the environmental conditions that degraded IR guided mis-
sile performance. The downside was the pilot needed to keep a 
radar lock on the target until the missile intercepted the target. 
The W-54 nuclear warhead, similar to the W-25 used by the Ge-
nie was selected instead of a conventional warhead to improve 
SSKP (single shot kill probability). First tested during Operation 
Hardtack, the W-54 was capable of easily taking out one or more 
bombers directly, but it was also selected for the ability to render 
nuclear weapons inert carried by multiple aircraft. The detonation 
would bombard the targets with neutrons which would create a 
reaction with the fissile material in the weapons. The W-54 yield 
was 250 tons, much smaller than the 1.5kt of the Genie’s W-25.  

The GAR-11 design utilized the same cruciform delta fin 
planform as the GAR-1 Falcon. The diameter was increased to  

AIM-26 mounted ahead of an AIM-4 on a F-102 Delta Dagger - USAF photo 

GAR-11 desk model 

GAR-11 with pilot and F-102 Delta Dagger in the background - USAF photo 
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11” to accommodate the W-54 nuclear warhead and Thiokol M60 
solid fuel motor. Semi-flush fusing antennae were also added just 
forward of the fins. It was longer than the GAR-1 at 84.25” and 
heavier at 203 pounds. Speed was similar at Mach 2 and the 
SARH range was 5 miles. The range was effectively doubled if 
launched in a, home-on-jam profile which also did not require the 
pilot to keep a radar lock on the target.   

The GAR-11 went into production in 1961 and deployed 
on modified F-102 Delta Dagger interceptors. Due to the in-
creased missile size the F-102 could only carry two GAR-11’s vs 
six GAR-1’s.  Regardless of the small yield, the thought of using 
air-to-air nukes over populated areas became unpalatable 
prompting the deployment of a conventional warhead version des-
ignated GAR-11A in 1962. Both missiles were redesignated AIM-
26A and AIM-26B respectively because of the 1962 United States 
Tri-Service Designation System.  

The AIM-26A would eventually deploy in F-101 Voodoo, 
F-102 Delta Dagger, and F-106 Delta Dart squadrons and retired 
from the US inventory in 1972. By this time threats had moved 
from high altitude to low level, restricting the advantages of a nu-
clear interception. The W-54 warheads were reconditioned for use 
by the AGM-62 Walleye glide bomb as the W-72. AIM-26B mis-
siles were retired when the F-106 Delta Dart left operational ser-
vice in 1988. The AIM-26B was imported by Switzerland and de-

ployed on their Mirage III aircraft from the mid-1960’s to early 
1990’s. The missile was also exported to Sweden and eventually 
produced under license for the Saab Draken. These were re-
moved from service in 1998 and Drakens sold to Finland (which 
included AIM-26B missiles) were retired in 2000.  

The AIM-26 was the most technologically advanced and 
powerful Falcon variant produced. It filled a niche void like many 
weapons of the Cold War and similarly was never relied on to fulfil 
that role. It still stands as the only nuclear-armed air-to-air guided 
missile deployed to US active arsenal.  

 

References: 
Gibson, James Norris, The History of the US Nuclear Arsenal, 
Brompton Books Corp, Greenwich, CT (1989), p79 
Gunston, Bill, The Illustrated Encyclopedia of the World’s Rockets 
and Missiles, Crown Publishers New York, NY (1979) p224-22 
O’Connor, Sean, Arming America’s Interceptors: the Hughes Fal-
con Missile Family, Air Power Australia Technical Report APA-TR
-2011-0601, (2014), pg 26-32 
Standard Missile Characteristics - AIM-26B 

GAR-11 display at the Naval Aviation Museum - USN photo 

Falcon family. AIM-26 on the far left - USAF photo 
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Swiss Mirage III pilot and  HM-55 import version of the AIM-26B - Swiss Air Force 

Inert loading practice rounds for the J-35 Draken. Rb-28 (AIM-4D) fore and Rb-27S 
(AIM-26B) aft - Aviation Museum of Central Finland 

“Nuclear Falcon” nose decal 

GAR-11 display at the Naval Aviation Museum - Chris Timm photo 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/78/RB_27S_harjoitusohjus_ja_8S_k%C3%A4sittelyohjus_Keski-Suomen_ilmailumuseo.JPG
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Perhaps a Mental Reset 

D A L E  H O D G S O N  

 Well, here it is…..by the time this 
hits the newsletter it will be August. Eight 
months with nothing in the air. Eight months 
of not smelling burning propellant other than 
from setting off fireworks on the 4th; which I 
did a lot this year. I thought by now I would 
have had more tales to tell, big flights, big 
crashes; successful and epic failures. But at 
this point…..nuthin’. If I think about it too 
much I get a hollow feeling in my stomach, a 
bit angry and even a bit nostalgic thinking 
about launch days past. Absolutely drives me 
crazy; every time I sit out on my patio on a 
clear windless morning I don’t know whether 
to celebrate or curse. Such has been 2020. 
 There have been some cool things 
happen though. We finally got a manned mis-
sion back into Space; the Space-X Dragon 
thus far has been successful; the flight is ex-
pected to end and return in a few days. 
Speaking of Space-X there have been several 
StarLink satellite deployments and I even got 
to see a string a couple of times. I had to 
laugh though, I did get a few calls from non-
science friends asking what those strange 
lights were in the sky lately….a fleet of 
drones? UFO’s? Some secret government 
project? It was kind of funny in its own weird 
way. Then, we got to see the comet Neowise; 
I was fortunate enough to have some very 
clear viewing from my driveway. No real am-
bient light to the northwest and some particu-
larly clear nights at least a couple of times.  
 Getting back to my (and for us rock-
eteers our) problem of not flying; after I had 
given it some thought I decided to do what I’ll 
call a mental reset. Instead of looking back at 
what I couldn’t fly I decided to look ahead to 
what I’m going to fly once we can get back to 
the flight line. And we WILL get back out 
there; it’s just a matter of time. So, as much 
as I wasn’t really planning on it I decided to let 
the building bug take hold. I will have to say 
my wife Julie has been a real trooper; at 
some point I was sure she thought I had 
drained my entire bank account and was se-
cretly conspiring with our mail man, UPS and 
Fed-Ex folks that were always stopping by. 
SO, without further ado this is what I’ve been 
up to: On the low power side I’ve gathered 
more gliders; everything from 13mm minis to 

a couple of D projects. I researched and be-
came interested in egg lofters so I believe I 
have two or three of those now including the 
newly released Estes Green Eggs. I haven’t 
built any of these…yet. They may be done as 
over the winter projects since (gulp) cold 
weather really isn’t all that far away when you 
stop and think about it and who knows; the 
way things are going we may be in another 
lockdown because flu season is coming which 
will only complicate matters. On the high pow-
er side I have three projects going in various 
stages of completion. Two kits are from Wild-
man; he was running a sale and I was in the 
middle of buy-fever so what the heck. One is 
a 4” fiberglass upscale version of an Estes 
Cherokee. Wow, talk about high drag fins! It’s 
a 54mm project so it will be perfect for both 
small and large fields. I lengthen the booster 
just a touch as well as the payload section so 
it isn’t exactly a true upscale but I wanted 
extra room for a hybrid or long-burn motor as 
well as plenty of room for overlength shock 
cords and chutes since it looked to me that 
things were a little cramped if I built this one 
exactly stock. Another project is a Wildman 
Shape-Shifter, a 3” fiberglass kit with a 54mm 
mount. Interesting fin design; should also be a 
strong flyer. I changed the way the shock cord 
is attached to the booster section; I installed a 
slide-stop of my own design (see article in a 
past newsletter). The stop is a proven design; 
I used a modified Aeropack internal motor 
mount and secured a section of coupler inside 
the booster as the stop. This design makes it 

easy to switch out cords if the need arises. 
Both kits will be vented to accommodate hy-
brids to keep Scott and Dan happy. Looking 
forward to flying these two projects. The last; 
and biggest of the three is an extended Giz-
mo I’ve had for several years and never put 
together. It’s an 8” brute with of course a 
98mm motor tube. That one of course will be 
for special occasions; like either L or M flights 
when the time comes. I’ve also delved into a 
couple of different altimeters to try. As most of 
us know already Perfectflite Stratologger-CF’s 
are fairly hard to come by. Only by sheer luck 

have I been able to get a couple. So what I’ve 
done is pick up a couple of Missileworks 
RRC3’s and RRC2’s to try. The RRC3’s are 
fully functional data capable dual deploy units; 
Missileworks top of the line electronics. The 
RRC2’s are the Missileworks version of the 
Perfectflites in my opinion; relatively inexpen-
sive and easy to set up and use. Their only 
downside is that they do not store flight data 
for download. I will be using both once we are 
able to fly again and will report their perfor-
mance in a review article later on. I’m all 
about taking one for the team. I’m also work-
ing on a couple of projects with Scott; once 
those are rolled out I will be more than happy 
to share. In the mean time though suffice it to 
say that Scott is really putting his 3D printer to 
some very good use.  
 So, that’s it…my own therapy ses-
sion to combat go-fever. I may not be getting 
things in the air right now but when the time 
comes…and trust me, it will come….it is go-
ing to be epic, one way or the other. Really 
looking forward to being back on the flight line 
with all my rocket buds but in the mean time 
sty safe, healthy and think about trying a few 
different things of building some projects and 
have them ready to go once we’re back out 
there. 
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Parts List 

1 - BT60 (18”) 

1 - PNC-60RL *(8.37”) 

1 - BT-50x5” (24mm) motor tube 

3 - CR-6050 Centering Rings 

1 - 16-18” Parachute 

1 - Kevlar Shock Cord (~30”) 

3 - 1/8” Balsa Fins 

Launch Lug or Mini Rail Buttons 

 

* Nose cone can be sourced from 
discontinued kits (Sentinal, Mega 
Sizz, Firehawk, etc.) or from Sirius 
Rocketry.  

The Super Screamer is a 1:3 up-
scale of the Estes Screamer Mini-
Brute. It performs well on a D12-7 
and can also be flown with a C6-3 
if field dimensions are tight. The 
nose cone has become harder to 
find since it is no longer used in a 
production kit, but Sirius Rocketry 
has them as of this writing for a 
reasonable price.  

https://www.siriusrocketry.biz/ishop/estes-pnc-60-072702-072665-nose-cone-1814.html
https://www.siriusrocketry.biz/ishop/estes-pnc-60-072702-072665-nose-cone-1814.html
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 Rather than post press releases as I have in the past, 
going forward, I will give a brief synopsis of notable events in 
space exploration and include links for more information. 
 SpaceX was predominant in the news over the past 
roughly 60 days. During this period they launched three additional 
Starlink Falcon 9’s, the GPS III and ANASIS-II satellites, recov-
ered the Crew Dragon Demo-2 crew, and made a 150meter “hop” 
with the Starship SN5 test vehicle.  
 Starlink Flight Number 8 occurred on June 3 at 9:25PM 
and was the fifth flight for this first stage. It was recovered suc-
cessfully aboard the droneship “Just Read the Instructions”.  

 Less than two weeks later Flight Number 9 was launched 
on June 13 at 5:21AM. The payload contained three Planet Sky-
Sats as part of the SpaceX RideShare program as well as 58 
Starlinks. The first stage had flown twice previously and landed 
successfully on the droneship “Of Course I Still Love You”.   

 The third Starlink flight over the past 60 days and 10th 
overall was launched on August 6 at 1:12AM. This payload con-
tained 57 Stalinks and two RideShare satellites from BlackSky. 
The first stage had flown 4 times previously and had a perfect 
night landing on the droneship “Of Course I Still Love You”. All 

Starlink satellites were equipped with a new deployable sun visor 
that was tested on flight number 8. These are an effort to cut 
down on the satellite’s reflectivity.  

 The ANASIS-II mission was launched atop a SpaceX 
Falcon 9 on June 20 at 5PM. This was the second flight for the 
first stage which was recovered  aboard the droneship “Just Read 
the Instructions”. ANASIS-II (Army/Navy/Air Force Satellite Infor-
mation System 2) was deployed to a geosynchronous orbit above 
South Korea.  

 A Falcon 9 launched the GPS III mission vehicle 3 for 
Space Force on June 30 at 4:10PM. This was the second GPS III 
satellite launched by SpaceX for Space Force. The first stage was 
recovered aboard the droneship “Just Read the Instructions” and 
this was the booster’s first flight. SpaceX did not attempt to recov-
er the first stage from the initial GPS III flight last December as 
they could not ensure there was enough reserve fuel, but man-
aged to work it out successfully for this flight.  
 
 

 

Launch of Starlink 8 - SpaceX photo 

Launch of Starlink 9 - SpaceX webcast capture 

Launch of Starlink 10 - SpaceX photo 

Launch of ANASIS-II - SpaceX photo 

https://www.spacex.com/updates/starlink-mission-06-03-2020/
https://www.spacex.com/updates/starlink-mission-06-13-2020/
https://www.spacex.com/updates/starlink-mission-08-06-2020/
https://www.spacex.com/updates/starlink-mission-08-06-2020/
https://www.spacex.com/updates/anasis-ii-mission-07-20-2020/
https://www.spacex.com/updates/gps3-mission-06-30-2020/
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 August 2nd saw the completion of the first step to return 
human spaceflight from the United States. At 2:48PM the Demo-2 
Crew Dragon splashed down off the coast of Pensacola after 
spending 63 days at the International Space Station. Astronauts 
Bob Behnken and Doug Hurley egressed the module after it had 
been loaded aboard the recovery vessel “Go Navigator”, about an 
hour after landing. This test should finalize the certification for 
Crew Dragon to provide regular crewed flights to and from the 
ISS. The next flight (Crew-1) will take NASA astronauts Victor 
Glover, Mike Hopkins, Shannon Walker and JAXA astronaut 
Soichi Naguchi on a six month mission tentatively scheduled for 
September.  

 Wrapping up the latest news from SpaceX, on August 
5th the Starship SN5 test vehicle made a 150 meter hop before 
landing at an adjacent pad in Boca Chica, Texas. This flight was 
made on a single Raptor engine and is a major step in the devel-
opment of Starship.  

 On July 30th NASA launched the next Mars rover mis-
sion at 7:51AM from launch complex 41 aboard a ULA Atlas V. 
The Perseverance rover mission will be paired with the Ingenuity 
Mars Helicopter, the first time this technology will be deployed on 
Mars. Ingenuity will remain attached to Perseverance for two 
months before attempting flight in the Martian atmosphere. The 
vehicles are bound for a Mars landing on February 18, 2021.   

 Dawn Aerospace made the news with their Mk-II Aurora 
sub-orbital vehicle. It will take off and land from normal airports 
and is meant to demonstrate Dawn’s core technology for daily 
access to space. Ultimately the series of spacecraft is meant to 
deliver and recover payloads to space. The Mk-III is planned to 
place payloads in the 50 to 100kg range in orbit. The Mk-II Aurora 
bears a striking resemblance to the old North Coast Rocketry Av-
atar boost glider!  

 

Launch of GPS-III and first stage recovery - SpaceX photos 

Splashdown of the Demo-2 Crew Dragon capsule - SpaceX photo 

Starship SN5 - SpaceX photo 

Mars Perseverance aboard an Atlas V  - NASA photo 

Dawn Aerospace Aurora Mk-II 

https://www.spacex.com/updates/return-human-spaceflight-america-08-02-2020/
https://www.spacex.com/updates/return-human-spaceflight-america-08-02-2020/
https://www.dawnaerospace.com/deliver
https://www.dawnaerospace.com/deliver
https://www.dawnaerospace.com/
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Vintage Ad 
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Source—NASA / ROSCOSMOS Archives 

410 Years Ago - 1610  
July 30: Astronomer 

Galileo Galilei ob-
serves Saturn's Rings.  
 

90 Years Ago - 1930  
August 5: Neil A. Arm-
strong born, Wapakoneta, OH  

70 Years Ago – 1950  

July 24: First launch from Cape Canaveral, 
V-2 with Wac Corporal as second stage 
(Bumper/V-2 Rocket).  

65 Years Ago - 1955  

July 29: International Geophysical Year 
(IGY) announced by the White House, 
Washington, D.C. U.S. plans to launch 

satellite vehicle as part of its contribution to 
the effort.  
July 30: USSR announces plan to launch 

an earth satellite as its contribution to the 
IGY, Copenhagen, Denmark.  
August 8: X-lA explodes over EAFB, CA, 

after being jettisoned by B-29 carrier air-
craft.  

August 16: First Hawk missile launched, 
White Sands Proving Grounds, NM.  

60 Years Ago - 1960  

July 1: Army Ballistic Missile Agency in 
Huntsville, AL renamed George C. Marshall 
Space Flight Center.  

July 29: Apollo Program named, Washing-
ton, D.C.  

July 29: MA-1, Mercury Capsule launched, 
Atlas booster exploded shortly after liftoff, 
Cape Canaveral, Fla.  

August 10: Discoverer 13 (CORONA spy 
satellite) launched by Thor-Agena, first 

successful re-
covery from orbit 

from Vanden-
berg AFB.  
August 12: Echo 

1 launched by 
Thor Delta. from 
Vandenberg 

AFB. Reflected radio message from Presi-
dent Eisenhower.  

August 18: Discoverer 14 (CORONA Mis-

sion 9009) orbited, launched from Vanden-
berg AFB. This was the first completely 
successful CORONA mission, recovering 

photoreconnaissance film from orbit.  

August 19: Sputnik 5 (Korabl Sputnik 2) 
launched from Baikonur. USSR. Five-ton 

spacecraft recovered with two dogs - 
"Strelka" and 

"Belka." 
World’s first 
biologic pay-

load recov-
ered from 
orbit.  
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Source—NASA / ROSCOSMOS Archives 

55 Years Ago - 1965  
July 1: Tiros 10 launched aboard Thor Del-

ta from Cape Canaveral, Fla. Last of Tiros 
series of weather satellites.  

July 14: Mariner 4 took first close-up photo-
graphs of Mars, project managed by the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA. First 

fly-by of Mars.  

July 16: 1st Proton Rocket Launch (USSR)  

July 18: Zond 3 
Launch (USSR 
Moon Flyby).  

July 30: Saturn 
10 with Pega-
sus 3 microm-

eteroid satellite 
as a payload 

launched from 
Cape Canaver-
al, Fla. Apollo 

Boiler Plate BP-
9 also aboard.  

August 21: Gemini 5 (GT-5), launched on a 
Titan II from Cape Canaveral, Fla. Astro-

nauts Gordon L. Cooper, Jr. and Charles 
“Pete” P. Conrad, Jr. complete an eight day 
mission.  

August 25: OSO-C failed to orbit aboard a 
Thor Delta from Cape Canaveral, Fla.  
 

50 Years Ago - 1970  
July 17: HL-10 made its last flight, Major 
Peter C. Hoag at the controls, DFRF, CA.  

July 23: Intelsat III F-8 launched by Thor 
Delta, failed to reach proper orbit from 

Cape Canaveral, Fla. 
August 17: Venera 7 (Venus 7) launched 
from Baikonur, USSR aboard a modified 

SS-6 
(Sapwood) or 

Molniya. This 
was the first 
man-made ob-

ject to return 
data after land-

ing on another planet (Venus) – December 
15.  

August 19: Skynet 1B launched by a Delta 
from Cape Canaveral, Fla. Spacecraft lost 
during apogee motor firing, August 22.  

45 Years Ago - 1975  
July 15: Soyuz 19 launched from Baikonur, 
USSR. Crew of Alexei A. Leonov and Va-
leri N. Kubasov. This was the Soviet contri-
bution to the Apollo-Soyuz Test Program 

(ASTP).  
July 15: ASTP launched from Cape Canav-
eral, Fla. aboard a Saturn 1B. Astronauts 

Thomas P. Stafford, Vance D. Brand and  
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Donald K. Slayton. Linked with Soyuz 19 
on July 17. Last Apollo spacecraft flight. 

First docking of two nation’s spacecraft. 
French/German communications satellite.  
August 5: John Manke landed the X-24B 

proving a shuttle-like vehicle without power 
could land safely upon return from orbit.  

August 20: Viking 1 Mars Orbiter and 

Lander launched by Titan from Cape Ca-
naveral, Fla.  

August 27: Symphonie B (or 2) launched 
by a Delta from Cape Canaveral, Fla.  

40 Years Ago – 1980  
July 18: The Indian Space Research Or-
ganisation (ISRO) successfully launched 

into Earth orbit the Rohini RS-1 test satel-
lite, designed primarily to evaluate the effi-
ciency of the launch vehicle. 

August 7: First flight of 
solar powered 
"Gossamer Penguin" 

piloted by Janice Brown, 
EAFB, CA. 

 
35 Years Ago – 1985  
July 2: Giotto launch Aboard Ariane 1 rock-

et from French Guiana. (ESA's Comet Hal-
ley Mission).  

July 29: STS-51F (Space Shuttle Challeng-
er), with Spacelab-2 payload in the cargo 

bay launched from KSC. Crew: Charles G. 
Fullerton, Roy D. Bridges. Karl G. Henize, 
Anthony W. England, F. Story Musgrave. 

Loren W. Acton and John- David E Bartoe. 
Landed Edwards Air Force Base, CA on 
August 6. Mission Duration: 7 days. 22 

hours.  

August 27: STS-51I, (Space Shuttle Dis-
covery)  launched from KSC. Crew: Joe H. 

Engle, Richard O. Covey, James D. Van 
Hoften, William F. Fisher and John M. 
Lounge. Shuttle deployed three communi-
cations satellites: ASC, AUSSAT-I, and 
Syncom IV-4. Retrieved, repaired and re-
launched Syncom IV-3 (launched originally 

by STS-5lD in April, 1985). Landed at Ed-
wards Air Force Base (EAFB), CA, Sept. 3. 
Mission Duration: 7 days, 2 hours.  

30 Years Ago – 1990  
July 25: Combined Release 

and Radiation Effects satel-
lite (CRRS) launched aboard 
Atlas 1 rocket from Cape 

Canaveral, Fla. to study ion-
osphere and magneto-
sphere.  

25 Years Ago – 1995  
July 13: STS-70 (Space Shuttle Discovery). 

Launched from KSC, Fla. Crew: Terence T. 
Henricks, Kevin R. Kregel, Nancy Jane 
Currie, Donald A. Thomas, and Mary Ellen 

Weber. Deployment of the 7th Tracking 
Data and Relay Satellite (TDRS). Landed 
July 22 at KSC. Mission Duration: 8 days, 

22 hours.  

July 23: Alan Hale's & Tom Bopp's Discov-
ery of Comet Hale-Bopp.  

20 Years Ago – 2000  
July 12: ZVEZDA (meaning Star) is the 
Russian "service module" that was 

launched to dock with the International 
Space Station (ISS) by a Proton-K rocket 
from Baikonur.  
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July 16: Launch of European Space Agen-
cy (ESA) Cluster II 

satellites (named 
Samba and Salsa) 
to probe the magne-

tosphere by a Soyuz
-Fregat rocket from 
Baikonur. Cluster I 

was lost aboard Ariane 5 failed maiden 
flight.  
August 9: Second pair of Cluster II mission 

satellites named Rumba and Tango, 
launched aboard Soyuz-Fregat from Baiko-
nur.  

 
15 Years Ago – 2005  
July 9: Suzaku, or Astro-

E2 successfully 
launched with help of 

Goddard SFC team  
from the Uchinoura 
Space Center in Japan. 

It’s mission was to fill a gap in our under-
standing of the X-ray universe.  
August 12: MRO (Mars Reconnaissance 
Orbiter), a remote-sensing planetary probe, 
was launched by an Atlas 5 rocket from 
Cape Canaveral AFS to map the atmos-
pheric, surface and sub-surface features of 
Mars. 

5 Years Ago – 2015  
July 22: Soyuz TMA-17M launched by a 
Soyuz FG launch vehicle from Tyuratam 
(Baikonur Cosmodrome). Crew: Kjell Lind-
gren, Oleg Kononenko, Kimiya Yui (ISS 
Expedition 44). 

 After a year long search, the Michigan Aerospace Manu-
factures Association has selected a vertical space launch site on 
undeveloped land 16 miles north of Marquette. Licensing through 
the FAA and preliminary construction plans have begun with oper-
ations beginning in late 2023 or early 2024. 

 Michigan has a real opportunity to support a space-
based ecosystem,” said Gavin Brown, executive director of MA-
MA. “The Marquette location will be a critical component, bringing 
low-earth orbit vertical launch capabilities to the state to meet the 
domestic and global demand. By integrating sophisticated infra-
structure with first-rate human talent, Michigan can be one of the 
leaders in the space industry.”  

 Brown also said that Michigan has some clear ad-
vantages and there's a key reason that it could come to pass. The 
auto industry needs access to space to make its self-driving car 
dream a reality. The continuous communications connections 
needed for fully autonomous driving require satellites, and Michi-
gan, with its northern location, means satellites could find spaces 
in orbit that are underserved by more southern launch sites. Plus, 
Michigan’s proximity to large bodies of water provides an essen-
tial safety component.  

 “The automotive manufacturers are trying to figure out 
how to get that connectivity in their cars,” Brown said, noting that 
the effort his group is pushing would allow the Detroit Three to 
benefit from a network the companies would not have to build on 

their own. He noted the advantage Tesla enjoys because of Elon 
Musk’s connection as founder of SpaceX, which has become a 
major player in the commercial space industry.  

 The Marquette site, along the previously announced Os-
coda horizontal launch site, will create more than 2000 direct jobs. 
An additional 40,000 secondary jobs will also be generated. 

 This is great news for Michigan space enthusiast. A drive 
over the bridge to the beautiful UP would be a great trip to see the 
first launch from the Michigan Spaceport! 

Artist rendeition of proposed launch site near Marquette - MAMA photo 

Tony Haga, MAMA, Detroit FreePress, and MLive 

http://www.michman.org/
https://www.freep.com/story/money/cars/2020/07/23/michigan-rocket-launch-site-marquette/5493837002/
https://www.mlive.com/news/2020/07/vertical-rocket-launch-spaceport-site-selected-north-of-marquette.html
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July 14, 2020 
H-2A - Emirates Mars Mission 
Launch time: 2051:27 GMT (4:51:27 p.m. EDT) 
Launch site: Tanegashima Space Center, Japan 
A Japanese H-2A rocket will launch the Emirates Mars Mission for 
the United Arab Emirates. The Emirates Mars Mission, also called 
“Hope,” is a Mars orbiter that was developed by the Mohammed 
Bin Rashid Space Center in Dubai in partnership with the Labora-
tory for Atmospheric and Space Physics at the University of Colo-
rado. 
 
July 15, 2020 
Minotaur 4 - NROL-129 
Launch window: TBD 
Launch site: Pad 0B, Wallops Island, Virginia 
A U.S. Air Force and Northrop Grumman Minotaur 4 rocket will 
launch a classified spy satellite cargo for the U.S. National Recon-
naissance Office. Delayed from 4th Quarter 2019, Feb. 15 and 
March 31. 
 
July 17, 2020 
Atlas 5 - Mars 2020 
Launch window: 1300-1440 GMT (9:00-10:40 a.m. EDT) 
Launch site: SLC-41, Cape Canaveral AF Station, Florida 
A United Launch Alliance Atlas 5 rocket will launch NASA’s Mars 
2020 rover to the Red Planet. After landing in February 2021, the 
Mars 2020 rover will study Martian geology, search for organic 
compounds, demonstrate the ability to generate oxygen from at-
mospheric carbon dioxide, and collect rock samples for return to 
Earth by a future mission.  
 
July, 2020 
Long March 5 - Tianwen 1 
Launch time: TBD 
Launch site: Wenchang, China 
A Chinese Long March 5 rocket will launch the Tianwen 1 mission 
to attempt China’s first landing on Mars. The robotic mission in-
cludes an orbiter and a mobile rover to explore the surface of 
Mars. 
 
July 23, 2020 
Soyuz - Progress 76P 
Launch time: TBD 
Launch site: Baikonur Cosmodrome, Kazakhstan 
A Russian government Soyuz rocket will launch the 76th Progress 
cargo delivery ship to the International Space Station. Delayed 
from July 15. 
 
July 30, 2020 
Proton - Express 80 & Express 103 
Launch time: TBD 
Launch site: Baikonur Cosmodrome, Kazakhstan 
A Russian government Proton rocket and Block DM upper stage 
will launch the Express 80 and Express 103 communications sat-
ellites for the Russian Satellite Communication Company.   
 
August, 2020 
Electron 1 Falcon 9 - SXM 7 
Launch window: 0427 GMT (12:27 a.m. EDT) 
Launch site: Cape Canaveral, Florida 
A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket will launch the SXM 7 satellite for Siri-

usXM. The satellite will replace the XM 3 satellite in SiriusXM’s 
fleet providing satellite radio programming to consumers across 
North America.  
 
August 14, 2020 
LauncherOne - ELaNa-20 
Launch window: TBD 
Launch site: Cosmic Girl (Boeing 747), Mojave Air and Space 
Port, California 
A Virgin Orbit LauncherOne rocket will launch on its second flight 
after dropping from a modified Boeing 747 carrier jet. The flight 
will be conducted under contract to NASA’s Venture Class Launch 
Services Program, carrying 14 CubeSats to orbit for NASA field 
centers, U.S. educational institutions and laboratories on the ELa-
Na-20 rideshare mission.  
 
August, 2020 
Vega - SEOSat-Ingenio & Taranis 
Launch time: TBD 
Launch site: ZLV, Kourou, French Guiana 
An Arianespace Vega rocket, designated VV17, will launch the 
SEOSat-Ingenio Earth observation satellite and the Taranis scien-
tific research satellite for Spanish and French customers.  
 
August, 2020 
Falcon 9 - GPS 3 SV04 
Launch window: TBD 
Launch site: Cape Canaveral, Florida 
A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket will launch the U.S. Air Force’s fourth 
third-generation navigation satellite for the Global Positioning Sys-
tem. The satellite is built by Lockheed Martin. Delayed from Octo-
ber, December, May and July. 
 
August 26, 2020 
Delta 4-Heavy - NROL-44 
Launch time: TBD 
Launch site: SLC-37B, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, 
Florida 
A United Launch Alliance Delta 4-Heavy rocket will launch a clas-
sified spy satellite cargo for the U.S. National Reconnaissance 
Office. The largest of the Delta 4 family, the Heavy version fea-
tures three Common Booster Cores mounted together to form a 
triple-body rocket.  
 
Aug-Sept, 2020 
Falcon 9 - Crew 1 
Launch time: TBD 
Launch site: LC-39A, Kennedy Space Center, Florida 
A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket will launch a Crew Dragon spacecraft 
on its first operational flight with astronauts on-board to the Inter-
national Space Station. NASA astronauts Mike Hopkins, Victor 
Glover and Shannon Walker, and Japanese astronaut Soichi No-
guchi will launch on the Crew Dragon spacecraft. The Crew Drag-
on will return to a splashdown at sea. 
 
3rd Quarter, 2020 
Angara-A5 - Test Flight 
Launch time: TBD 
Launch site: Plesetsk Cosmodrome, Russia 
A Russian government Angara-A5 rocket will launch on its second 
orbital test flight. Delayed from December and 2nd Quarter. 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwi65dmdk8LjAhVBB50JHWNIDmcQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wired.com%2Fstory%2Frussia-blames-a-bad-sensor-for-its-failed-rocket-launch%2F&psig=AOvVaw05HVP6ysfU-B5BsWFMZGzk&ust=
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August 2/3, 2020 
Rocket 3.1:  Test Flight 
Launch window: 0200-0400 GMT on 3rd  
Launch site: Pacific Spaceport Complex, Kodiak Island, AK 
A commercial small satellite launch vehicle developed by Astra 
will make its first orbital launch attempt. There will be no payloads 
on this test flight. 
 
August, 2020 
Ariane 5 : Galaxy 30, MEV 2 & BSat 4b 
Launch window: Approx. 2130-2216 GMT  
Launch site: ELA-3, Kourou, French Guiana 
Arianespace will use an Ariane 5 ECA rocket, designated VA253, 
to launch the Galaxy 30 communications satellite, the second 
Mission Extension Vehicle satell 
 
August, 2020 
6Soyuz: Glonass K 
Launch window: TBD 
Launch site: Plesetsk Cosmodrome, Russia 
A Russian government Soyuz rocket will launch a Glonass K navi-
gation satellite. The Glonass K satellites are upgraded spacecraft 
for Russia’s Glonass positioning and timing network. The rocket 
will fly in the Soyuz-2.1b configuration with a Fregat upper stage. 
 
August, 2020 
Falcon 9: Starlink 11 
Launch time: TBD 
Launch site: SLC-40, Cape Canaveral AF Station, Florida 
A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket will launch the 12th batch of approxi-
mately 60 satellites for SpaceX’s Starlink broadband network, a 
mission designated Starlink 11. 
 
TBD 
GSLV Mk.2: GISAT 1 
Launch time: TBD 
Launch site: Satish Dhawan Space Center, Sriharikota, India 
India’s Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle Mk. 2 (GSLV 
Mk.2), designated GSLV-F10, will launch India’s first GEO Imag-
ing Satellite, or GISAT 1. T 
 
TBD 
SSLV: Demonstration Launch 
Launch time: TBD 
Launch site: Satish Dhawan Space Center, Sriharikota, India 
India’s Small Satellite Launch Vehicle (SSLV) will launch on its 
first orbital test flight. Consisting of three solid-fueled stages and a 
liquid-fueled upper stage, the SSLV is a new Indian launch vehicle 
designed to carry small satellites into low Earth orbit.  
 
TBD 
PSLV: RISAT 2BR2 
Launch time: TBD 
Launch site: Satish Dhawan Space Center, Sriharikota, India 
India’s Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV), designated PSLV-
C49, will launch the RISAT 2BR2 radar Earth observation satellite 
for the Indian Space Research Organization. T 
TBD 
SSLV: BlackSky Global 
Launch time: TBD 
Launch site: Satish Dhawan Space Center, Sriharikota, India 

India’s Small Satellite Launch Vehicle (SSLV) will launch on its 
first commercial mission with four Earth observation satellites for 
BlackSky Global, a Seattle-based company. The rideshare mis-
sion for BlackSky is being arranged by Spaceflight.  
 
August, 2020 
Electron: STP-27RM 
Launch time: TBD 
Launch site: Launch Complex 2, Mid-Atlantic Regional 
Spaceport, Wallops Island, Virginia 
A Rocket Lab Electron rocket will launch on its first mission from a 
new launch pad at the Mid-Atlantic Regional Spaceport at Wallops 
Island, Virginia. The launch customer is the U.S. Air Force, and 
the mission will launch an experimental mission for the Space 
Test Program called Monolith with a space weather instrument. 
The Monolith mission will demonstrate the ability of a small satel-
lite to support large aperture payloads.  
 
August 17, 2020 
Vega: SSMS POC 
Launch time: 0151:10 GMT (9:51:10 p.m. EDT) 
Launch site: ZLV, Kourou, French Guiana 
An Arianespace Vega rocket, designated VV16, will launch on the 
Small Spacecraft Mission Service (SSMS) Proof of Concept mis-
sion with around 50 microsatellites, nanosatellites and CubeSats 
for commercial and institutional customers.  
 
August 26, 2020 
Delta 4-Heavy: NROL-44 
Launch time: TBD 
Launch site: SLC-37B, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, 
Florida 
A United Launch Alliance Delta 4-Heavy rocket will launch a clas-
sified spy satellite cargo for the U.S. National Reconnaissance 
Office. The largest of the Delta 4 family, the Heavy version fea-
tures three Common Booster Cores mounted together to form a 
triple-body rocket. Delayed from June. 
 
Late August, 2020 
Falcon 9: SAOCOM 1B 
Launch time: 2319 GMT (7:19 p.m. EDT) 
Launch site: SLC-40, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, F 
A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket will launch the SAOCOM 1B satellite 
for CONAE, Argentina’s space agency. SAOCOM 1B is the sec-
ond of two SAOCOM 1-series Earth observation satellites de-
signed to provide radar imagery to help emergency responders 
and monitor the environment, including the collection of soil mois-
ture measurements. Delayed from 4th Quarter of 2019, January 
and February. This mission was originally scheduled to launch 
from Vandenberg Air Force Base, California.  
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 Comet NEOWISE (named after the Wide-field Infrared 
Survey Explorer space telescope) is one of the brightest comets 
in the sky since the 1997 appearance of comet Hale-Bopp. Even 
so, a dark sky and/or a pair of binoculars was required to get a 
good view.  

 Fortunately, a recent trip to the Old Mission Peninsula, 
north of Traverse City provided an excellent opportunity to get 
away from the city lights and enjoy a very dark sky. My first at-
tempt at viewing was the night of July 13, 2020. With a set of bin-
oculars I took a walk up to the cherry orchard and tried to view the 
comet in the northwest sky just after sunset but just could not spot 
it. And the almost near life threatening swarm of mosquitoes pre-
vented me from staying out to long. I decided to try again the next 
morning. I set the alarm for 4:15am and headed back out, this 
time to an open field just off the road. The sky was perfectly clear 
with no light pollution and looking to the northeast the comet was 
an easy naked eye object. The mosquitoes had all gone to sleep 

so the observing was great.  I set up my camera and was able to 
get a few nice shots. Unfortunately, the first few I took were a bit 
out of focus, don't think I was really awake yet. Also had a great 
view of Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. 

 Oh, and if you are ever in Glen Arbor, Art's Tavern 
makes a most excellent chicken jalapeno soup (called “crack 
soup” by the locals). 

 Back at the house in the northern 'burbs I tried to have a 
look from the backyard after sunset.  Light pollution is bad at the 
house and I was never able to see the comet with the naked eye 
but was able to get a decent picture. The one posted here is pro-
cessed by stacking 6 exposures using Registax. The software 
aligned on the comet as it moved through the sky and that is why 
the trees look like a double image.  

 By the time this newsletter is out Comet NEOWISE will 
be heading back out to deep space and will not be returning for 
6800 years. We'll just have to wait to for the next one. 

Dremel Rotary Drill 

 

Most modeling work requires holes to be provided and a small 
rotary drill or hand held pin-vise gets the job done. Depending on 
the circumstances, I use a Dremel rotary drill or pin-vise. The only 
downside is the drill has to operate at high speed to generate 
torque. The high speed will generate friction/heat that can melt 
plastic  or burn wood if the operator is not careful. In cases where 
the material is sensitive to heat, I use a low-geared rotary drill 
designed to develop high torque at low speed.   

Mark Chrumka 

Tony Haga 
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Our members in  the f ield …  Our Members In The Field  

Mark & Rosemary Gryn Photos 


